
Bright Data has created the industry’s most diversified 

and reliable web data collection infrastructure, 

constructed of several different proxy network outlets, 

and a model of community resource-sharing of millions 

of IPs around the world.

The internet is viewed 

differently by different 

users around the world

Proxy Network

700,000+ IPs 

Around the world

100% 

Network uptime

Country and city 

targeting

Bright Data provides the most advanced Data Center network, 

offering multiple IP types across the world, in a shared IP pool 

or for individual purchase.

Data Center Proxies

72,000,000+ IPs 

Around the world

99.99% 

Network uptime

100% Compliant 

and patented

Limitless 

rotation

Use our undetectable rotating Residential Proxy Network, comprised 

of real user devices for every country, city, carrier, and ASN across the 

globe. Our service allows you to scale up or down with ease, as well 

as to send an infinite amount of concurrent requests.

Residential Proxies

7,000,000+ IPs 

Around the world

99.99% 

Network uptime

100% Compliant 

and patented

ASN and carrier 

targeting

Bright Data provides the most advanced Mobile IP Network  

offering the fastest and largest real-peer 3G/4G IPs network in the 

world. Our Mobile IP network is located in every city and has no 

limitations on concurrent connections. Verify online assets using 

the highest resolution (ASN and carrier- targeting) IPs available.

Mobile Proxies

160,000+ IPs 

Around the world

100% 

Network uptime

Country and city 

targeting

Bright Data created  the first network built of ISP IPs.  

Use real residential IPs from any city in the world, assigned 

by ISPs and leased to Bright Data for your exclusive use, for 

as long as you require. 

ISP Proxies
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This is Bright Data

We are:

We are the world’s #1 web data platform. Fortune 500 companies, academic 

institutions and small businesses all rely on Bright Data’s solutions to retrieve crucial 

public web data in the most efficient, reliable and flexible way, so they can research, 

monitor, analyze data, and make better decisions.

Most efficient 

No-code solutions,  

less resources

Most reliable 

Highest quality data, 

better uptime, faster 

data, better support

Most flexible 

Premade solutions,  

scalable, customizable

Fully Compliant 

Transparent with  

all our customers  

and partners


